
 

 

Year: 5 
Term: Autumn 1 
Subject Prior Skills/Knowledge/language New skills Planning 

English 
 
Diary  
 
Biography 
 

LKS2 
Pupils will have analysed and created their own 
diary entries in previous years. They will use reading 
skills such as inference to make justifications on 
character feelings. Pupils have some awareness of 
how grammar (verbs, adverbs) show character 
reactions – show not tell.  
Children will have prior learning of writing a simple 
biography. Children should have an understanding 
of purpose and structure and intended audience. 
They should be able to identify and use simple 
organisational features to structure their writing.  

● Draw inferences such as inferring characters’ 
feelings. 

● Discuss and evaluate how authors use language.  
● Selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary 

to enhance meaning.  
● Describe settings, characters and atmosphere.  
● Develop use of subordinate and embedded 

clauses using relative pronouns and 
conjunctions.  

● Use cohesive devices within and across 
paragraphs to structure writing.  

● Use correct vocabulary and structures to create 
formal forms of writing.   

● Use modal verbs to show degrees of possibility 
● Evaluate and edit by assessing the effectiveness 

of their own and others’ writing 
 

Week 1 - Reveal objects and images from model text and 
children to make predictions. To use dictionaries to explore 
unfamiliar vocabulary. Short burst write: setting description 
Week 2 - Focus on vocabulary and phrases and the intended 
effect on the reader. Infer character’s thoughts, feelings and 
actions (drama activities). To select appropriate vocabulary to 
show not tell emotions.  
Week 3 - Read and analyse a modelled text focusing on 
comprehension and evaluate writers’ hints. To create a whole 
class shared write.  
Week 4 - To plan, write and edit their own diary entry based 
on Henry’s Freedom Box. 
Week 5 - To explore the text and organise facts into themes in 
preparation for a biography. Short burst write: Early Life 
paragraph 
Week 6 - Analysis of the structure and language features within 
a biography.  
Week 7 - To plan, write and edit a biography about Henry 
Brown, selecting appropriate vocabulary and grammatical 
features. 
 
Grammar - Word classes, adverbials for cohesion, 
subordinating and coordinating conjunctions. pronouns to avoid 
repetition, relative clauses, punctuation for parenthesis 
 

Maths 
 
Place Value 

Year 4 -Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000 
- Find 1000 more or less than a given number - 
Count backwards through zero to include negative 
numbers -Recognise the place value of each digit in 
a four-digit number (thousands, hundreds, tens, and 
ones) - Order and compare numbers beyond 1000 
– Identify, represent and estimate numbers using 
different representations - Round any number to the 

● Read, write, order and compare numbers to at 
least 1000000 and determine the value of each 
digit.  

● Count forwards or backwards in steps of powers 
of 10 for any given number up to 1000000.  

● Interpret negative numbers in context, count 
forwards and backwards with positive and 
negative whole numbers including through zero 

Week 1 – Revisit place value of numbers using a range of 
representations (bar models, place value charts). Read and 
write numbers to 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000. Compare 
and order numbers to 10,000 to 1,000,000 
Week 2 – Rounding numbers to 10, 100 and 1000, negative 
numbers, counting in 10s, 100s, 1000s, 10,000s  



 

nearest 10, 100 or 1000 - Solve number and 
practical problems that involve all of the above and 
with increasingly large positive numbers - Read 
Roman numerals to 100 (I to C) and know that over 
time, the numeral system changed to include the 
concept of zero and place value. 

● Round any number up to 1000000 to the 
nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and 100000 

● Solve number problems and practical problems 
that involve all of the above. 

● Read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and 
recognise years written in Roman numerals. 
 

 
 

Week 3 – Roman Numerals, add and subtract 2 4 digit 
numbers.  
Week 4 – Subtract whole numbers with more than four digits, 
inverse operations. 
Week 5 – Multiply 4 digits by 1 digit, multiply 2 digits by 2 
digits, multiply 3 digits by 2 digits.  
Week 6 – Divide 2 digits by 1 digit, divide 3 digits by 1 digit, 
divide 4 digits by 1 digit.  
Week 7 – Multiply by 10, 100 and 1000, divide by 10, 100, 
1000.  
 

History 
 
Enslavement 
and links to 
Liverpool 
(Local 
History) 
 
 

KS1- Children will have knowledge of people 
through different times, who they were and how 
they lived, e.g. Tudors, Victorians etc.  

KS2- Children will have explored Romans, Anglo-
Saxons/Vikings - children will be able to discuss how 
they came to Britain, what type of people they 
were, e.g. invasion, how their community worked 
and be able to recognise how they lived day to day 

How has the Liverpool docks shaped our history? 
● To understand how our knowledge of the past 

is constructed from a range of sources. 
● Construct informed responses that involve 

thoughtful selection and organisation of relevant 
historical information.  

● Choose reliable sources of evidence to answer 
questions, realising that there is often not a 
single answer to historical questions 

● Develop the appropriate use of historical terms. 
● Note connection, contrast and trends over time.  
● Regularly address and sometimes devise 

historically valid questions about change, cause, 
similarity and difference and significance. 

● Develop a chronologically secure knowledge and 
understanding of British, local and world 
history, establishing clear narratives within and 
across these periods. 

  
   
   
   
  

Week 1 - To know the growth of Liverpool Docks over time 
Week 2 -To explore the influence of trade on the rapid growth 
of Liverpool as a city 
Week 3 - To research Liverpool’s role in how the trade triangle 
functioned 
Week 4 - Analyse a range of sources, exploring what they tell 
historians about the slave trade 
Week 5 - Know how immigration has contributed to Liverpool’s 
rich cultural traditions 
Week 6 - Explore some of the positive and negative influences 
on the development of the Liverpool Docks 
Week 7 - Communicate historical knowledge and 
understanding, responding to the main enquiry question: How 
has Liverpool Docks helped shape our history? (Explanation text 
to be shared with other year groups) 



 

Science 
 
Living 
Things and 
Their 
Habitats: 
Classificatio
ns and 
microorgani
sms 

Year 4 - Living Things & their habitats  
• Recognise that living things can be grouped in a 
variety of ways. 
• Explore and use classification keys to help group, 
identify and name a variety of living things in their 
local and wider environment. 

What is a micro-organism? 
• describe how living things are classified into 

broad groups according to common observable 
characteristics and based on similarities and 
differences, including microorganisms, plants 
and animals. 

● give reasons for classifying plants and animals 
based on specific characteristics 

Week 1 – Prior Assessment - What do children remember about 
animal classifications? Can they write some questions about 
animals to help classify them into different groups? 
Week 2 & 3 – Microorganisms – Children will create a fact file 
on 5 groups of microorganisms and conduct an experiment on 
how these spread and multiply. 
Week 3 & 4 – Classification – children will classify animals and 
humans and conduct an experiment mimicking the extraction of 
DNA 
Week 5, 6 & 7 – Post assessment – presentation and post 
assessment quiz. 
 
 

Art 
 
Objects & 
Meaning: 
Still Life  
 
(Painting/ 
Drawing)  

LKS2  
• Children will have prior experience of using a range 
of drawing techniques (including smooth shading 
and blending) to create different effects. 
• Children should be able to discuss and compare 
various artwork from prolific artists using 
terminology. 
 
 

What is still life?  
● In this unit, children will research and evaluate 

a range of still life artists with a particular focus 
on Paul Cézanne and Giorgio Morandi. 

● They will explore how shading, tones and tints 
can make objects look three-dimensional. 
Children will bring in personal objects to 
paint. They will experiment with and evaluate 
their compositions. 

● To enhance drawing techniques to include 
hatching, cross-hatching and creating 
highlights. 

Week 1 - To compare and contrast different prolific still life 
artists using the language of art, craft & design. 
Week 2 - To understand and demonstrate how to create tone 
using a range of drawing techniques. 
Week 3 - Use line, tone and shading to represent different still 
life objects. 
Week 4 - Identify, mix and use primary, secondary, 
complimentary and contrasting colours to create atmosphere 
and light effects. 
Week 5 - To experiment with tonal contrast and composition 
Week 6 & 7 - To create a still life painting incorporating 
different drawing and painting techniques. To evaluate their own 
and other’s final pieces. 
 



 

Computing 
 
Coding 

Year 4 
• Children have used coding in each year group and 
built on skills from previous years.  
• Children should be able to utilise understanding of 
coding structures  
• Children will have prior experience of the code, test 
and debug process as well as sequencing and 
animation in logical steps 

How can I use coding to create simulations and score 
pads in a game? 

● To program a simulation using 2Code. 
● To become familiar with decomposition and 

abstraction in Computer Science.  
● To understand how to use friction in code.  
● To begin to understand what a function is and 

how functions work in code 
● To understand what the different variable types 

are and how they are used differently.  
● To understand how to create a string. 
● To begin to explore text variables when coding. 

• To understand what concatenation is and how 
it works. 

Week 1 - To review existing coding knowledge and to begin 
to be able to simplify code to create a playable game. 
Week 2 - To understand what a stimulation is and plan an 
algorithm modelling the sequence of traffic lights. 
Week 3 - To use decomposition to make a plan of a real-life 
situation 
Week 4 - Create a program which represents a physical 
system. Children learn to remove details from their program 
that do not influence the game.  
Week 5 - Create and use strings in programming. Learn how 
to set/change variable values appropriately. Children learn 
some ways that text variables can be used in programs. 
Week 6 & 7 - Final assessment. Children can use strings to 
produce a range of outputs in their program. 

RE 
 
The Bible 

LKS2 
•Children have experience of studying different 
stories from the Bible.  

 
 
 

How and why do Christians read the Bible? 
● To deepen children's understanding of the 

importance and impact of the contents of the 
Bible.  

● See and handle a wide variety of Bibles.  
● Talk to an adult about how and why they 

use/read the Bible.  
● Compare the teaching of the Bible and 

Christian behaviour.  
● Making connections between Bible passages 

and Christian values, attitudes or beliefs.   

Week 1 - Pre-assessment of what the children already know 
about the Bible and books from other fates. Create a mind 
map. 
Week 2 - Explore various stories and scriptures within the 
Bible and their meaning for Christians. 
Week 3 - Discover and explore the impact of the Bible and 
its translations. 
Week 4 - Make links between the Bible passages and 
Christian values, attitudes and behaviour. 
Week 5 - Dive deeper by researching a current issue in the 
news and how the Bible can be applied to it. 
Week 6 - Explore the importance of other sacred texts.  
Week 7 – Explore the meaning of humanism. 
 

Music 
 
Ukulele 
 
 
 

LKS2 
•Children have previous experience playing and 
performing in solo and ensemble contexts.  
•Children should be familiar with some chords on 
the ukulele from last year. 
 
 

● Begin to learn a range of different chords. 
● Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds 

with increasing aural memory 
● Compare and contrast music from different 

periods of time 
● To experiment and improvise with sounds (voices 

and ukulele) 
● to compose music for a range of purposes 
● To learn a song for a performance 

 

Week 1 – Children will learn to sing the song  
Week 2 – Children will sing the song and play musical 
instruments to the song.  
Week 3 – Children will begin to improvise to the song using 
their voices, instruments and percussion.  
Week 4 – Children will perform the song and perform 
compositions.  
Week 5 - Preparation for end of unit performance  
Week 6 - End of unit performance 
 



 

PSHE  
 
Jigsaw: 
Being me in 
my world 
 

LKS2 
•Children can compare their lives with that of others 
from other cultures through PSHE and RE. 

How can I approach Year 5 as a responsible citizen? 
● Children will explore different strategies to 

encourage them to face new challenges 
positively and set personal goals.  

● Children will also explore the universal rights of 
a child and apply these to current news issues. 

Week 1 - My Year Ahead.  
Week 2 - Being a Citizen of my country.  
Week 3 - Year 5 Responsibilities. 
Week 4 -  Rewards and Consequences.  
Week 5 - Our Learning Charter.  
Week 6 - Owning our Learning Charter. 

 


